
FP 50
PORTABLE PROFESSIONAL SEQUENTIAL COMPRESSION THERAPY

BASE UNIT

FP 50 LEG SLEEVE 6 SECTORS



FP 50 ARM SLEEVE

EQUIPMENT AND ITS ACCESSORIES

Base Unit 050UB
Leg sleeve (5 sectors) Left 050G5L
Leg sleeve (5 sectors) Right 050G5R
Foot sleeve Left 000PNTL
Foot sleeve Right 000PNTR
Arm sleeve (6 sectors) 050B6
Abdominal strip (2 sectors) 000FA2
Professional Duplication Set 050SD6

Extensor (used to increase the circular size of the
leg sleeve) 000EST

USE AND INSTRUCTION

The Fisiopress FP 50 device is indicated in venous (venous insufficiency and its consequences) and
lymphatic pathologies, and in all forms of edema and stagnation of liquids of the lower and upper limbs,
where the progressive and effective drainage, performed by the appliance and its garments, restores the
natural water exchange. The device therefore favors the venous and lymphatic return, and it is also
particularly suitable for post traumatic edemas, venous edemas, ulcers, and in the post-operative course
after ligation of the perforators or stripping of the saphenous vein. Portable, simple and robust, it combines
the concept of a "professional" system with that of an "easily transportable": it can therefore be used both
in an outpatient setting and at the patient's home, becoming, for example, an ideal partner for the
physiotherapist who can easily uses it after lymphatic drainage, even at home. Being a medical product CE
marked should be used on prescription and indication of the doctor: effectiveness of the equipment and
related treatments is highly dependent on the use correctness.
In professional application, simple guidelines are available for proper use of the device, which, correlated to
a good knowledge of the method, allow to obtain best results that this method can offer. It is always
recommended to use the sequential compression therapy within an integrated therapeutic protocol.



TECHNICAL FEATURES

 Distal-proximal pressure gradient sequential compression therapy.
 Portable-professional system, equipped with 6 sequential outputs, capable to treat one or two

limbs simultaneously.
 Furthermore, it is possible to connect a pair of leg sleeves to the abdominal strip at the same time.
 Pressure range: 0 ‐ 160 mm of Hg. on a garment.
 Operating cycle: 30 seconds.
 DASC system (distribution to communicating sectors): this internal system, specific Fisiopress,

allows to have an always homogeneous pressure in all the chambers as fill with air, thus allowing
the terminals to adapt to the geometry of the treated limb and uniformly compress it without
danger of stagnation or reverse flows.

 Programmable electronic timer.
 Automatic shutdown at the end of therapy in the decompressive phase.
 Garments available for the lower limb: separate leg and foot (6 sectors) sleeve for a better fit and

adaptation to the length of the treated limb.
 Abdominal strip (2 sectors)
 Extensor to increase the circular dimension of the garment.
 Terminals available for upper limb: arm sleeve (6 sectors).
 All terminals have parallel and partially overlapped internal sectors.
 Possibility of individual replacement of each internal pneumatic bag.
 Full hand-sewn garments.
 Medical CE mark


